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There has been a large growth in interest of utilizing new technologies—most notably electrified propulsion and automation—as well as new business models to bring aviation services into the daily lives of a greater segment of society. Generally, these services are envisioned to augment existing ground modes of transportation or to enable new operating capabilities for shorter-range aviation missions. These services, which have become known as advanced air mobility (AAM), include passenger transportation, cargo transportation, and aerial work missions, such as aerial photography. In this paper we describe advanced air mobility and provide a framework based on demand and supply concepts that can be used for developing a taxonomy for AAM with a focus on passenger applications. This taxonomy is intended to facilitate the nascent AAM stakeholder community in adopting a common terminology and to enable better coordination among disparate AAM research and development activities.

I. Introduction

In recent years there has been a growing interest in regularly transporting passengers and cargo in small aircraft over distances that have historically been served by ground transportation modes. Although the general concept of flying a small aircraft for transportation is not new, over approximately the past decade there have been advancements in technologies and societal changes that may make these operations become a practical part of the average person’s typical experience. Notably, the convergence of new technologies, such as electric propulsion and autonomy, as well as new business models, such as mobile application-based ride sharing and network-enabled on-demand services, are generating the potential for new aviation markets to emerge. These new aviation markets are becoming collectively known as advanced air mobility (AAM).

AAM aims to reinvent the idea of air travel. While the current commercial air transportation system is distinct from other modes of transportation because it has a monopoly on long-distance, high-speed journeys, AAM systems
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have been envisioned to become an integrated part of a city’s or region’s transportation system and, therefore, everyday life. AAM would work cohesively with ground-based modes as a segment of a customer’s multimodal journey to take advantage of high travel speeds and ground traffic avoidance. For instance, customers might start their journey via a car ride-hailing service to arrive at a vertiport where they then board an AAM aircraft. This aircraft could then cruise to and land at a multimodal transit hub across town where the customers can board a subway train to their final destination.

Because the AAM field is revolutionary, has grown quickly, and has stakeholders from historically disparate domains, the body of research has many divergent visions. The diversity of visions has resulted in the creation of many new terms and uses of terms across domains that are often inconsistent. The current body of AAM publications is problematic in that different publications use distinct terminologies to describe similar concepts or use the same terminologies with different assumptions and meanings. Further, for AAM to become an integrated part of a multimodal transportation system, it is important that these new operational terminologies have a level of compatibility with previously defined concepts for ground-based modes. There is a need for standardization and cohesion across the body of AAM literature to foster coordination across the academic, business, and regulatory AAM visionaries and stakeholders. The creation of a common taxonomy will improve the communication and synergy amongst future AAM researchers. Consequently, the major purpose of this paper is to lay out a proposed taxonomy of AAM with a focus on passenger applications based on a survey of related terminology from the existing literature.

We begin the paper with a brief description of AAM and a succinct discussion of the history behind AAM. Next, we provide an overview of literature related to AAM with a specific emphasis on the high-level concepts and market evolution considerations. Then, we present the proposed taxonomy, which is focused on passenger-carrying AAM missions and is built around a supply and demand framework. Within the framework, only a subset of potential terms is defined, focusing on areas that have novel considerations specific to AAM. Within these sections we discuss interactions between the demand and supply sides of the AAM market.

II. A Brief Description of Advanced Air Mobility

NASA defines AAM as safe, sustainable, affordable, and accessible aviation for transformational local and intraregional missions. As such, AAM is a broad term that covers an array of missions that may be performed in different types of aircraft flying between and over many different locations, including bringing aviation capabilities to areas that are not currently served by aviation. AAM can encompass passenger transport, the movement of cargo or goods, and aerial work missions. The general sentiment behind AAM is bringing aviation into the ordinary experiences of average people, which implies that AAM involves using smaller aircraft for shorter-range and/or shorter-endurance missions than have been typical historically. An artistic depiction of multiple advanced air mobility missions is provided in Figure 1.

The first key component of the AAM definition is that the mission must be transformational—i.e., there must be a substantive change to aviation’s role in the mobility landscape. This change could be realized in one or many different dimensions, including the cost to perform the mission, the locations from which the aircraft takes off or lands, the number of flight operations observed, the ease of use, and so forth. Ultimately, truly transformational changes will have demonstrable improvements on how society operates.

A second critical distinguishing characteristic of AAM missions is that they are either “local” or “intraregional,” meaning these missions cover relatively short ranges. Local missions occur within a local area, such as a metropolitan statistical area, whereas intraregional missions occur within a region, such as a US state. Although there is no clear “bright line” to delineate the mission ranges, generally speaking, local missions are those up to approximately 50 to 75 miles and “intraregional” missions are those up to approximately 500 miles. These mission distances help distinguish AAM from much of traditional aviation, which typically involves flights of greater distances.

The adjectives safe, sustainable, affordable, and accessible are included in the definition of AAM to highlight features of these new aviation missions in several important axes. Although elements of these terms are important for virtually any aviation capability to be successful in the marketplace, their inclusion collectively in the definition of AAM is intended to convey the sentiment that AAM will enable more people to practically utilize aviation than ever before and to make aviation a more common part of individuals’ regular experiences. In this sense, they help identify key aspects that can classify missions as transformational compared to prior aviation missions and markets.

At the time of writing this paper, a more in-depth description of AAM, including more detailed descriptions of each of the adjectives in the AAM definition, is being written and is planned for publication by NASA by the summer of 2022. For the sake of keeping the discussion here more concise and avoid duplicating the other publication, we will only briefly describe what is perhaps the least clear of the adjectives in the AAM definition: accessible. Accessible here refers to the ability of end users to conveniently access the aerial service. Accessibility includes (but is not limited
(3) consideration of the requesting/booking of the service, the proximity of takeoff and landing locations to the ultimate desired origin and destination, the integration with other transportation services, the training required for utilizing the service, and the ability of individuals with disabilities to easily utilize the service. Although there are no strict requirements on any of these parameters, in order to provide a transformational capability, AAM must be more accessible than historic aviation. One of the most notable increases in accessibility of many proposed AAM services is their on-demand nature—i.e., customers will have access to AAM services more closely to when and where they want them than has been achieved historically.

Figure 1: An artistic depiction of various AAM missions.

There are generally three broad application categories within AAM: urban air mobility (UAM), regional air mobility (RAM), and low altitude mobility (LAM) [1]. We call these application categories because there are many specific potential missions within each of these categories. UAM is “a safe, efficient, convenient, affordable, and accessible air transportation system for passengers and cargo…around metropolitan areas” [2]. Most envision UAM missions with small, electric vertical takeoff and landing (eVTOL) aircraft flying passengers across town, including from rooftops. Many immediately think of UAM when thinking of AAM, but UAM is only a subset of AAM. RAM is another part of AAM that “focuses on building upon existing airport infrastructure to transport people and goods using innovative aircraft that offer a huge improvement in efficiency, affordability, and community-friendly integration over existing regional transportation options” for trips of approximately 50-500 miles [3]. As such, RAM represents the longer-range “intraregional” missions within the AAM umbrella. LAM is a newly proposed term for very low-altitude operations that principally occur within the Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) Traffic Management (UTM) environment [4]. Many refer to LAM as small UAS (sUAS) operations, which are operations of aircraft that weigh less than 55 lb, but the FAA’s UTM Concept of Operations version 2.0 does not limit larger UAS (i.e., those above 55 lb) from utilizing UTM; furthermore, the LAM term provides parallelism with UAM and RAM, focusing on the key attribute of these missions: flying entirely at lower altitudes than historical aviation—typically under 400 ft above ground level.

A. A Brief History of AAM

The term “advanced air mobility” in its present usage is relatively new. The first known use of the term with its current meaning was in the name of the NASA AAM Project that was first publicly mentioned in the fiscal year 2020.
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President’s Budget Request for NASA [5], which was released on March 11, 2019 [6]. However, the authors are unaware of anyone using this term directly to describe a set of missions until the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine published its report “Advancing Aerial Mobility – A National Blueprint” [7] in February 2020 [8]. Although this report substituted “aerial” for “air” in AAM, we view these terms as synonymous for our purposes here. Shortly after the publication of National Academies report, NASA began utilizing the term more broadly than just for its AAM Project, including changing the name of the UAM Grand Challenge to the AAM National Campaign, and the definition for AAM presented above was first provided publicly during a workshop in March of 2020 [9].

Despite the relative newness of the AAM term, there has been interest in missions similar to the modern concept of AAM for at least multiple decades, and AAM is generally a convergence of the UAS and general aviation communities. Notions similar to the AAM concept in the general aviation community can be traced back to at least the early 2000s [10], and the modern civil UAS community grew in prominence in the mid- to late-2000s [11].

The general aviation side of AAM grew primarily out of the on-demand mobility (ODM) concept [12, 13, 14, 15, 16], and Patterson et al. provide a more detailed discussion of the history of ODM with an emphasis on UAM [17]. One of the key technological drivers behind the ODM and AAM concepts is electric propulsion, which was practically demonstrated in passenger-carrying scale aircraft in the mid- to late-2000s, including Electravia’s BL1E Electra [18], Yuneec International’s E340 [19], Boeing’s Fuel Cell Demonstrator [20], and Pipistrel’s Taurus Electro [21]. By 2011, NASA’s Green Flight Challenge [22] showcased several electric aircraft, and the successful flights that occurred during the challenge led NASA’s Chief Technologist to remark, “Today we’ve shown that electric aircraft have moved beyond science fiction and are now in the realm of practice” [23].

Much of the energy in AAM around UAS has grown from the sUAS community and the UTM concept, which emerged in the mid-2010s [24]. Earlier civil UAS applications were generally focused on UAS that were larger and flew at higher altitudes than sUAS, but technical and regulatory challenges have inhibited the growth of these operations. The pathway to airspace access provided by the UTM concept, along with continued cost reductions for sUAS, led to a large growth in the sUAS market in the latter half of the 2010s. These sUAS are now generally envisioned to be the pathway through which initial regulatory approvals can occur with lessons-learned being applied to larger UAS flying at higher altitudes.

### III. Literature Review

Since 2015, the number of scholarly publications related to UAM and AAM has increased dramatically. As shown in Figure 2, the number of publications world-wide, as determined from a search of the Scopus and AIAA databases, has grown from six in 2015 to 259 as of September 1, 2021. As part of prior research [25], Garrow et al. classified UAM and AAM articles published from January 2015 to June 2020 into several categories, shown in Figure 3. Their analysis showed that about half of the research was related to aircraft technology whereas the other half was related to quantifying the market for AAM and designing AAM operations.

Given AAM research has grown so fast over the last few years, combined with the fact that there are many different characteristics of AAM that have been explored by researchers, it should not be surprising that there are different visions of AAM – and more importantly, different terminologies that are being used to describe these visions. The lack of a common and precise terminology can be problematic, particularly when different fields are using distinct terminologies to describe similar concepts or when the same terms are used in different contexts with a differing set of underlying assumptions.

Illustrating this issue, we performed a literature review of 60 AAM publications and reports to analyze the currently used terminology and operational concepts. It became immediately evident that the aircraft technology branch of terminology was more consistent and developed across the literature. To target the under-developed attributes of
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AAM, we initially searched the market and operations side, finding publications relating to demand, market evolution, sustainability, infrastructure, and trip definition. A total of 106 articles aligned with these topics from a Scopus and AIAA database search and were initially selected for further review. Next, nine attributes were specified in order to succinctly define the concept of operations for the AAM model(s) depicted in each publication. These attributes are shown in Table 1. Papers were categorized through the lens of these attributes.

Many articles either were unclear on specific operational details of their chosen AAM model(s) or lacked focus on specific models. Articles that failed to provide enough details of their specific concept(s) to categorize them in a majority of the nine dimensions were removed from consideration. In final, 60 AAM publications were selected and successfully categorized.

A result of this categorization was creating groupings of articles based on similar operational models, removing the inconsistency brought about by the current terminologies. The categorization established what specific operational concepts publications were referring to when using AAM buzzwords like “Intra-city Trip,” “Air Taxi,” “On-Demand Aviation,” and “Autonomous Flight Control.” These commonly used terms had a broad range of meanings.

For example, there are many subtle distinctions related to “on-demand” service reported in the AAM literature. In most cases, this term refers to using a smartphone app to summon a flight in real time. However, depending on the trip purpose, the time at which a flight is summoned may differ. A contrasting case involves individuals who desire to book an AAM trip to the airport in advance of their mainline commercial flight. Within the ground literature, on-demand services are usually distinguished by the amount of advance notice that is provided – be it real time, an hour, or a day. This is one instance of how, through the creation of a precise terminology, we can not only help clarify the important dimensions of a particular concept (in this case “on-demand”) but also link the terminology to other fields, thereby facilitating interdisciplinary research. Given that many proposed passenger journeys for AAM are multimodal in nature, relating operations to other transportation types is a necessity.

As a second example, we see little clarity on trip distance definitions in the literature. Many articles refer to missions as intra-city or inter-city, but given the different sizes of cities, the physical range (in miles for instance) of an intra-city mission can be quite large and/or overlap with that of an inter-city mission. Prior research has provided a taxonomy of operational models [17] but given its relatively narrow scope and how fast the field is moving, it would be beneficial to revisit this taxonomy to ensure that definitions align with the aircraft technologies and market segments that are frequently discussed in the literature or are envisioned to be part of a longer-term vision for AAM.

This categorization helped scope the operational characteristics that needed to be refined or redefined, as well as how a new taxonomy could supplement the mission classification progress already made in scholarly literature. An effective taxonomy will provide a clear and consistent terminology for describing operational concepts while acting as a scaffolding that stays relevant as the proposed AAM mission models and characteristics evolve over time.

We anticipate that this work will complement ongoing research efforts. One of these efforts that is occurring is part of the DLR German Aerospace Center’s HorizonUAM project [26]. As part of the HorizonUAM project, a consortium of ten German universities are collaborating to explore a variety of topics related to UAM and AAM. In particular, they define five use cases: Intra-City, Mega-City, Airport-Shuttle, Sub-Urban and Inter-City. For each use case, they define technology scenarios, mission profiles, concepts of operation, vehicle configurations, and infrastructure [27]. The HorizonUAM project has a stronger focus on UAM specifically, and there are areas where
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</tr>
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Figure 3: Themes in UAM, and AAM Publications from Jan 2015 - June 2020.
operational capabilities between the United States and Europe may differ in important ways. In addition, we hope that this work will complement parallel efforts that are working to define a taxonomy for AAM, including the Federal Aviation Administration’s UAM concept of operations [28] and SAE International’s standard [29] that has focused on defining a taxonomy for on-demand and shared mobility for ground, aviation, and marine modes.

IV. Taxonomy

We used the conceptual framework shown in Figure 4 to organize a taxonomy for AAM passenger operations. The framework includes demand-side factors (passenger and trip characteristics) and supply-side factors (aircraft, infrastructure, operational, and service characteristics). We do not outline a taxonomy for all potential areas; for example, we do not focus on community-related issues, such as zoning and noise ordinances. In organizing the taxonomy, we focus on terms and concepts that describe (1) how AAM differs from other modes and (2) how demand-side factors influence supply-side factors, or vice-versa. Feedback loops between demand and supply capture nuances of how definitions associated with AAM passenger operations will evolve over time.

A. Passenger Characteristics

Passenger characteristics and preferences influence demand for AAM. By modeling AAM demand as a function of customer preferences, researchers and policy-makers can gain insights into the sensitivity of AAM demand to various characteristics, including aircraft performance, vertiport placements, and pricing.

Travel demand models are “used to predict travel behavior and resulting demand for a specific future time frame, based on assumptions dealing with land use, the number and character of trip makers, and the nature of the transportation system” [30]. Travel demand models seek to capture how potential passengers with different socio-demographic and socio-economic (SED) characteristics would make travel decisions and the relative importance they give to different trip characteristics. This understanding of travel behavior provides valuable insights for a wide range of AAM applications, including aircraft and service design, infrastructure investments, pricing and profitability analyses, marketing and informational campaigns, etc. [31].

Passenger characteristics include a variety of SED factors including but not limited to age, gender, ethnicity, household size and composition, annual household income, highest educational attainment level, employment and student statuses (e.g., employed full-time, part-time student, retired), occupation, and home ownership status. Several SED characteristics have been shown to influence interest in and intent to use new transportation alternatives. For example, several studies have found that interest in electric ground vehicles (EVs), autonomous ground vehicles (AVs), shared mobility modes, and/or AAM is associated more with individuals who are younger, more educated, have higher incomes, and are male (e.g., see [32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42]).

Passenger characteristics also include access to different modes and prior experience with different modes. Prior experience with ride-hailing service, public transportation, and commercial air travel have been found to influence willingness to use AAM, i.e., individuals who frequently use ride-hailing services and/or transit and/or frequently travel by commercial airlines are more likely to express interest in using AAM (e.g., see [42,43]).

Geospatial attributes associated with the individual, such as her residential and work locations, can influence interest in AAM. A priori, we would expect that as the distance and/or ground travel times between the home and work location increase, so too does interest in using AAM.

Passenger characteristics also include individuals’ attitudes, beliefs, or opinions about a variety of topics. For example, in the context of new transportation modes such as shared mobility, individuals’ opinions about the trustworthiness of drivers and other passengers may influence their willingness to use transportation network
companies (TNCs) such as Uber and Lyft. Prior literature has shown that individuals who are early adopters of new technologies and have positive attitudes towards technology and/or automation are more likely to show interest in using EVs, AVs, shared mobility modes, and/or AAM (e.g., see [37,43,44,45,46,47,48,49,50,51]).

It is often easier to use SED and geospatial characteristics for short-term and long-term demand predictions than individuals’ attitudes. Many SED and geospatial characteristics are available free of charge through government sources such as the Census or can be purchased from companies that specialize in aggregating location-based data from mobile devices that can be used to model transportation demand. Long-term prediction models of demand adjust passenger characteristics by taking into account how the spatial and temporal distribution of ages in the population is changing (e.g., through births, deaths, changes in life expectancies, immigration, migration, etc.) as well as how residential and work locations are expected to change as transportation networks and land use evolve over time (e.g., see [52] for an example within AAM).

One of the largest benefits that is typically associated with a new or enhanced transportation service is travel time savings. Given that “the value of travel time is a critical factor in evaluating the benefits of transportation infrastructure investment,” the US Department of Transportation (DOT) has established procedures that all of the administrations within the US DOT must use in all cost-benefit of cost-effectiveness analyses to evaluate travel time increases or decreases associated with proposed transportation projects [53]. This is important in the context of AAM as – depending on the source of funds that are used to build vertiports or other AAM infrastructure – the benefits associated with a proposed design may need to be quantified and justified using the value of travel time savings (VTTS) set by the US DOT. Within the AAM literature, VTTS are often referred to as door-to-door travel time savings. To date, numerous studies have been conducted that have examined potential door-to-door travel time savings that a new AAM mode could offer and examined the sensitivity of these travel time savings to different parameters, such as access and egress times and aircraft cruise speeds [54,55,56,57,58].

Given a general overview of passenger characteristics and how they may influence interest in and use of AAM, we define two terms that are particularly relevant for modeling interactions between AAM supply and demand.

A.1 Preferences refer to certain characteristics any consumer wants to have in a good or service preferable to her. Preferences are the main factors that influence consumer demand (adapted from [59]).

A.2. The value of travel time savings (VTTS) refers to the benefits from reduced travel time, including waiting as well as actual travel (adapted from [60]).

In summary, the terminology used to describe passenger characteristics is standard across different disciplines, with the key difference related to terminology used to describe value of travel time savings.

B. Trip Characteristics

Demand for UAM and AAM will also be influenced by both the existing transportation system and characteristics of the new mode. Demand for UAM and AAM is also a function of trip characteristics. Passengers generally prefer trips that have shorter door-to-door travel times, fewer transfers and stops, are less expensive, have high levels of reliability, and depart and/or arrive close to preferred departure and arrival times. UAM and AAM are generally envisioned to save time, but may come at the expense of more transfers, stops, and higher costs. It remains to be seen how tradeoffs among these trip characteristics will influence overall AAM demand.

The terminology used to describe passenger and cargo movements on the transportation network differs for ground and air networks, but the fundamental concepts are the same. For example, within commercial airlines, a trip is often referred to as an itinerary that contains one or more flight legs. Given the terminology used to describe trip characteristics is arguably one that varies most across different disciplines, in this section we compile a taxonomy that can be used for UAM applications. Given that the vision for AAM is for longer-distance trips that would be similar in spirit to those served by commercial airlines today, we focus here on defining trip characteristics for UAM. A second motivation for this focus is that there are many subtle differences between the ground and air definitions for shorter trips (e.g., the definition of “stops”), so defining precise terminology for this application will arguably be more critical in the near-term.

Here, we define a trip as travel between a trip origin and trip destination. The trip occurs on one or more modes and includes one or more legs. A multimodal trip occurs on two or more modes (and includes at least two legs). Figure 5 helps us visualize these concepts by depicting five exemplar trips. Trip 1 represents travel from an origin to a destination in a ground vehicle (e.g., an auto owned by the individual). The individual leaves the origin and travels directly to the destination. The trip involves a single leg, representing the travel between the origin and destination (without stopping). Trip 2 occurs between the same origin and destination as Trip 1, but Trip 2 is multimodal and has
three legs and three distinct modes. Leg 1 occurs in a ground vehicle (e.g., an auto owned by the individual) from the trip origin to the origin (or departure) vertiport. Leg 2 occurs in an aircraft from the origin vertiport to the destination (or arrival) vertiport. Leg 3 occurs in a ride-hailing ground vehicle from the destination vertiport to the final trip destination.

Different definitions can be used to divide a trip into individual legs. For UAM and AAM applications, we use the concepts of transfers and connections to distinguish the legs of the trip. In Trip 2, individual legs occur when passenger makes a transfer or connection between two distinct modes. Trip 3 shows an example of how individual legs occur when a passenger makes a transfer or connection on the same mode, specifically when the passenger physically moves from one eVTOL aircraft to another eVTOL aircraft. A transfer (or connection) is distinct from a stop. In a transfer, the passenger physically moves from one mode to the other or physically moves from one vehicle to another vehicle on the same mode. In a stop, the passenger or vehicle the passenger is taking temporarily stops in order to fulfill a purpose that is not associated with the primary trip purpose, i.e., the motivation for traveling between the trip origin and trip destination.

For example, in Trip 4, the passenger makes a stop in order to fulfill a certain purpose (e.g., to get gas, drop off dry cleaning, drop off or pick up children at school, etc.). Importantly, the purpose for the stop is not associated with the primary trip purpose, and the passenger does not change vehicles or modes.

In Trip 5, the vehicle (and passengers in the vehicle) makes a stop (e.g., to pick up additional passengers); no fueling or maintenance repairs are conducted at this stop (to be consistent with the FAA definition of a vertistop as discussed in the next section). Consistent with Trip 4, the purpose for the stop is not associated with the primary trip purpose, and the passenger does not change vehicles (as was the case for the transfer in Trip 3).

Given a general overview of trip and leg characteristics, we propose the terminology for describing trips on UAM and competing modes:

B.1. A trip is defined as travel between a trip origin and trip destination on a specific mode or sequence of modes.

B.2 Trip departure time is the time passenger(s) leave the trip origin.

B.3 Trip arrival time is the time passenger(s) arrive at the trip destination.

B.4 Trip distance is the distance from the trip origin to trip destination as traveled by the passenger(s) across all modes. Trip distance is a function of the transportation network and may differ across modes, e.g., the distance to travel on surface streets may be longer than the distance to travel by air.

B.5. A trip leg is a portion of a trip between two points (i.e., a leg origin and a leg destination) that is taken with a single mode.

B.6 A transfer occurs when the passenger changes modes or vehicles between two consecutive legs.

B.7 A stop occurs when the ground or air vehicle in which the passenger is traveling ceases movement in order to fulfill a purpose that is not associated with the primary trip purpose. A passenger does not change modes or vehicles while on a stop but may briefly exit the vehicle.

B.8 Transfer time is the time to complete a transfer, which is the difference between the departure time of the second leg (or leg l) and the arrival time of the first leg (or leg l-1).

B.9 Door-to-door travel time is the difference between the arrival time at the trip destination and the departure time at the trip origin. Note that door-to-door travel times will vary across modes, departure times of the day, departure days of the week, and potentially by seasonality.
In summary, the terminology used to describe trip characteristics differs slightly between the ground and air literature, but at a fundamental level describes the components of traveling from an origin to a destination via one or more modes at a specific time of day.

C. Aircraft Characteristics

Maturing technologies, most notably advancements in electric propulsion and automation, are creating the possibilities for new aircraft that many believe can help enable AAM. These novel aircraft could look to the casual observer either very similar to or very different than existing small, fixed wing airplanes or helicopters. However, the capabilities these aircraft are anticipated to provide could lead to significantly lower operating costs, greatly reduced noise levels, and significantly lower environmental impacts than traditional aircraft.

Although these aircraft themselves may be novel, they will ultimately still perform the same basic functions that aircraft have historically: lifting some form of payload into the air to perform a mission. Consequently, many of the historic metrics defining an aircraft’s utility will remain important in AAM. Perhaps most notably, the payload weight
carried by the aircraft, the speeds at which the aircraft flies, and the range or endurance of the aircraft. These terms’ definitions remain unchanged in the AAM context; however, additional nuances exist in some cases.

Below we provide three main characteristics of aircraft and the operation of individual aircraft that are important to understanding the AAM domain: electrification, piloting and automation, and takeoff and landing characteristics.

1. Electrification

One of the chief characteristics of essentially all novel AAM aircraft is an electrification of the propulsion system, which can enable more efficient aircraft designs and potentially also directly reduce energy costs. Electrification refers to a propulsion system architecture that relies at least in part on electric motors to produce thrust for the aircraft [61]. There are a variety of different specific propulsion system architectures that fit under the “electrified” title [62]. A large number of proposed aircraft are fully electric, relying on batteries to store electricity and then distribute this energy to electric motors that drive some form of propulsor, which could be any number of devices including propellers, ducted fans, and rotors. There are a number of different hybrid-electric or turboelectric architectures that rely on some form of fuel-burning engine to produce electrical power, which is often flowed through a battery prior to being distributed to the electric motors. Some of these hybrid-electric or turboelectric systems generate thrust from the engine or shaft spun by the engine directly in addition to creating electrical power, while others solely produce electricity. Other electrified propulsion systems rely on fuel cells—be they hydrogen fuel cells [63], solid oxide fuel cells [64], or some other fuel cell type—for electricity generation.

C.1 An electrified aircraft is an aircraft that relies on electric motors to provide some or all of its thrust (adapted from Ref. [61])

The means of energy storage can have implications on the range and endurance of electrified aircraft. Most notably, current battery chemistries tend to experience a degradation of capacity with time, which implies a reduction of the maximum range and endurance of the aircraft as the battery ages. Exactly how to specify the range and endurance of full or partial battery-electric aircraft is still a topic of discussion. The General Aviation Manufacturer’s Association has published some recommendations for reporting the range capabilities of these aircraft [65]. Particularly in the near-term, electric aircraft are likely to have limited range or endurance capabilities, which will impact the routes they can practically serve. Such route limitations are likely to constrain the potential demand for early electric AAM services. A consideration for hydrogen, and potentially other novel fuels, is that some of the fuel can boil off and leak from storage tanks, which can have implications on the range and endurance capabilities of these aircraft, particularly if they remain parked for a long period of time.

This electrification can enable a wide variety of new aircraft configurations that can be more efficient than traditional aircraft [66,67,68,69]. Many AAM aircraft distribute propulsors over the aircraft to achieve synergistic propulsion-airframe interactions that increase the efficiency of the aircraft. Although these beneficial interactions have been well known for many years [70], electric motors enable more flexible placement of propulsors than conventional engines historically have due to the relative ease of transmitting electric power compared to mechanical power and the nearly scale-invariant nature of electric motor’s efficiency and specific power. There are hundreds of new proposed designs in the AAM space [71], some of which look quite different from traditional aircraft. Although electrification enables these new designs, it is unclear how the general public may react to such novel aircraft; some consumers may be hesitant to ride on these aircraft due to their novelty or perceived danger while others may excitedly board.

Electrification is likely to lead to changes in the energy sources for aircraft, which will have implications on the required infrastructure and the emissions produced by the aircraft. All-electric aircraft and some hybrid-electric aircraft will require charging infrastructure, which may limit the practical locations from which these aircraft can operate. Other hybrid-electric aircraft will require conventional fuels while others will explore different types of fuels, such as sustainable aviation fuels. Perhaps most notable of these alternate fuel sources is the desire by some to power aircraft with hydrogen, which would require vastly expanding hydrogen supply chains, including new production, distribution, storage, and refueling infrastructure. The need for any new fuel-related infrastructure is another potential limit on the number of practical operating locations for these aircraft, which will have impacts on the demand for AAM services.

Another important aspect of electrification is the potential for more environmentally sustainable operations. In addition to offering the potential for aircraft that use less energy to perform a given mission, there are at least theoretical pathways to achieving very low emissions from electrified aircraft. The ultimate “greenness” of any aircraft that relies on energy from the electric grid or an alternative fuel (such as hydrogen) will depend on the environmental friendliness of the production and distribution of that energy source. Consumer’s viewpoints on environmental sustainability and how AAM aircraft and their energy sources are perceived may impact ultimate demand for AAM services.
2. Piloting and Automation

A second important characteristic of most AAM aircraft is an increased level of automation in the piloting functions of the aircraft compared to their most analogous historical counterparts. Automation can be defined as “[t]he automatically controlled operation of an apparatus, process, or system by mechanical or electronic devices that take the place of human labor” [72]. Increased levels of automation are envisioned to reduce costs and help ensure the safety of operations by assisting or potentially even replacing the traditional human pilot. Additionally, in some cases, high levels of automation are essentially required due to the complexity of novel aircraft designs, particularly those with large numbers of propulsors and control effectors.

There are a wide variety of concepts for how AAM aircraft may be “piloted,” ranging from the historical onboard expert human pilot to a fully autonomous aircraft. Concepts that fall between these extremes can be referred to as “hybrid piloting” architectures in which there are a range of functional allocations among humans, automation, and the locations at which humans or various automated capabilities reside. From the highest level, these concepts can be broken into two categories: either manned or unmanned10 aircraft. Manned aircraft require a human onboard the aircraft to perform at least some of the “piloting” functions, whereas unmanned aircraft do not have a human “pilot” onboard at all.

Within the manned aircraft category, the most prominent proposal for AAM aircraft with increased automation is the simplified vehicle operations (SVO) concept.

C.2 Simplified vehicle operations (SVO) is “the use of automation coupled with human factors best practices to reduce the quantity of trained skills and knowledge that the pilot or operator of an aircraft must acquire to operate the system at the required level of operational safety” [73].

SVO can refer to a variety of specific implementations, but the general premise is to allow the role of the human in piloting an aircraft to be reduced while increasing the responsibilities of the automation [74]. Because the role of the human in piloting the aircraft is modified, the human “pilot” in an SVO concept is referred to as an “aircraft operator” [2].

C.3 An aircraft operator is a human, who may be onboard or offboard the aircraft, that is partially responsible for the safe flight of a single aircraft, sharing this responsibility with automated systems.

Note that the “aircraft operator” term is broader than just for manned aircraft or the SVO concept and can include aircraft operators located remotely.

Whereas increasing the level of automation onboard an aircraft historically has increased pilot training requirements due to the need for the pilot to be the “backstop” in case of automation failure, the SVO concept is based on the premise that the aircraft operator (i.e., human “pilot”) need never be responsible for the functions that the automation handles. Proponents of the SVO concept view it as a means to practically and gradually introduce increased levels of automation and to design systems in a way that maximizes the advantages that both humans and machines provide.

Unmanned operations have several prominent concepts for piloting being discussed by those in the AAM ecosystem. First, remotely piloted operations rely on an expert human pilot to fly the aircraft from a ground control station. Typically, remote pilots perform nearly all the same functions that an expert human pilot onboard an aircraft traditionally would (with a prime exception being the ability to “see and avoid” other air traffic). On the other extreme end of the spectrum of unmanned operations, some envision fully autonomous aircraft that have no direct human involvement in the piloting of the aircraft.

The precise meaning of “autonomous” or “autonomy” varies. The NASA Autonomous Systems Capability Leadership Team defines autonomy as “the ability of a system to achieve goals while operating independently of external control” [75], and ASTM International’s Administrative Committee 377 defines autonomous flight as “a flight that does not require human decision making and instead relies on automation that can independently determine a new course of action in the absence of a predefined plan to execute management or operational control of a flight” [76]. We here propose that a “fully autonomous aircraft” is an aircraft that is able to perform all necessary piloting functions, including in off-nominal and contingency situations, totally independent of any human involvement. This

10 We again acknowledge that there are proposals to formally change the terms “manned” and “unmanned” to “crewed” and “uncrewed,” respectively. We are using the historical terms here, but will modify these terms if there is an official acceptance of the new gender-neutral terminology by the FAA.
does not mean that humans will be totally uninvolved; for example, the general mission the aircraft will perform is likely to be generated by a human. However, it does imply that safety can be maintained in aircraft operations even in the absence of any human oversight.

**C.4 A fully autonomous aircraft** is an aircraft that can perform all necessary piloting functions, which includes determining a new course of action in the absence of a predefined plan, while operating independently of any external control, including control from a human pilot, aircraft operator, and/or multi-aircraft supervisor (adapted from Refs [75,76]).

On the spectrum between remotely piloted and fully autonomous aircraft are a number of different schemes that rely on varying levels of automation. Perhaps the most prominent concept in this spectrum is called remote supervisory operations (RSO) [74,77]. In RSO, some number of human “multi-aircraft supervisors,” often numbered as “m,” remotely supervise multiple aircraft, often numbered as “N.” Consequently, RSO is also referred to as m:N operations, and, to effectively reduce costs, m is envisioned to be notably less than N (i.e., the number of human multi-aircraft supervisors is less than the number of aircraft). There are varying terms used for the multi-aircraft supervisor, but we select this term because (1) the role of the remote human “pilot” in RSO is very different from that of a traditional expert pilot as well as an onboard aircraft operator in a SVO paradigm, (2) the human has responsibility for more than one aircraft, and (3) the human’s role is at a higher-level of oversight or supervision than in many other piloting paradigms, including an onboard aircraft operator in SVO.

**C.5 A multi-aircraft supervisor** is a remotely located human that is partially responsible for the safe flight of multiple aircraft, sharing this responsibility with automated systems and potentially also other multi-aircraft supervisors.

**C.6 Remote Supervisory Operations (RSO)** is an operational paradigm in which one or multiple remote multi-aircraft supervisors oversee(s) the operations of multiple, highly automated aircraft.

It is likely that RSO will not be the first step in the evolution of unmanned operations toward increasingly automated operations. Prior to achieving RSO, it is generally believed that there will be remote aircraft operators with responsibility for a single aircraft. Such a remote aircraft operator, like the aircraft operator in SVO, shares responsibility for piloting the aircraft with automated systems; however, unlike SVO, a remote aircraft operator is not located onboard the aircraft.

As the level of automation in aircraft increases, there are several dynamics that may affect the demand for automated AAM services. First, if automation can indeed lead to reduced costs as is desired, then demand for services is likely to increase as more individuals will be able to practically afford the AAM services. Similarly, if automation can effectively increase safety, demand may also increase, since some are hesitant to ride on small aircraft today due to safety concerns. On the other hand, the consumer acceptance of increased levels of automation is an open question; if the general public does not widely accept increased levels of automation, demand for automated AAM aircraft will be limited.

3. **Takeoff and Landing Characteristics**

One of the key means of distinguishing among various AAM aircraft and operational types are how they takeoff and land. Some aircraft will be able to takeoff and land without any ground roll, performing a vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL). Other AAM aircraft are likely to be similar to conventional airplanes that require thousands of feet of runway to become airborne and safely land. These aircraft are termed conventional takeoff and landing (CTOL) aircraft, and there is not a specific takeoff or landing distance that explicitly defines a CTOL aircraft; the specific runway length required for a CTOL aircraft varies with many factors, perhaps most prominently the aircraft’s weight, thrust capabilities, and lift coefficient. Aircraft that require some ground roll for takeoff and landing but less than a typical CTOL aircraft of the same general category and class are called short takeoff and landing (STOL) aircraft. Again, there is no specific, well-defined runway length requirement for such aircraft, and there are some AAM aircraft that are proposed with STOL capabilities.

A new category of aircraft that have what we term super-short takeoff and landing (SSTOL) capabilities have entered the discussion around AAM in relatively recent years. These SSTOL aircraft could be considered simply STOL aircraft, but the added “super” modifier denotes that these aircraft require incredibly short distances—on the order of only 100-500 feet of runway for takeoff and landing. The terminology around these aircraft is not fully settled. Some describe them as extremely short takeoff and landing (ESTOL) aircraft [78] while others term them ultra-short takeoff and landing (USTOL) aircraft [79]. We have elected the SSTOL terminology for at least three reasons: (1) to
differentiate from the term electric short takeoff and landing (eSTOL), which is now fairly common [80]; (2) to differentiate from previous NASA ESTOL activities in the early 2000s, which were focused on larger 50-150 passenger aircraft with less than 2000 ft takeoff and landing distances [81]; and (3) for consistency with other literature [82,83,84].

C.7 Super-short takeoff and landing (SSTOL) is the takeoff and landing of an aircraft in distances of more than zero but less than 500 feet.

Among the VTOL, SSTOL, STOL, and CTOL aircraft types, VTOL aircraft will generally have the greatest operational flexibility in terms of takeoff and landing locations because they do not require ground rolls to takeoff or land. This flexibility should generally act to increase the demand for these aircraft, due to fewer time penalties for AAM travelers in reaching takeoff and landing locations. However, the ability to fly vertically comes with weight penalties that result in these aircraft generally costing more to operate, being able to carry less payload, flying shorter ranges, and/or generating more noise than their non-VTOL counterparts with similar technologies. These penalties will act to constrain the demand for VTOL services relative to other aircraft with other takeoff and landing characteristics.

Proponents of SSTOL aircraft argue that these aircraft can reach nearly all, if not all, the same locations that VTOL aircraft can reach with fewer weight penalties, enabling them to achieve improved performance; however, these claims have yet to be proven with a functional SSTOL aircraft. If such claims cannot be proven, then demand for services with SSTOL aircraft will be constrained by the number of locations from which they can operate. If these capabilities can be proven, then these aircraft will not be constrained by takeoff and landing locations any more than other aircraft, but there will almost certainly still be weight penalties relative to CTOL or potentially also other STOL aircraft. These weight penalties will generally constrain demand for SSTOL services relative to CTOL aircraft for longer range and/or higher payload missions.

CTOL aircraft are likely to have the lowest operating costs and greatest range of all aircraft takeoff and landing types. These characteristics will generally act to increase the demand for CTOL-aircraft-based services. However, CTOL aircraft will be the most constrained in the locations from which they can operate of all takeoff and landing types, likely being relegated to traditional airports with multiple thousand-foot runways. This limit on operating locations will tend to decrease demand for CTOL aircraft-based services due to the generally increased time required to access these services. Ultimately, a variety of takeoff and landing types are expected within AAM that balance the benefits and penalties of each.

D. Infrastructure Characteristics

Infrastructure includes the readily identifiable landing facilities and the sensors, communications and support equipment, and utilities that are required for the facilities’ efficient operation. Not surprisingly, most of the current aviation infrastructure terms will remain the same when referring to AAM-specific operations. Current terms, such as air and ground side, runway, taxiway, ground support equipment (GSE), passenger and cargo terminal, facility, final approach and takeoff area (FATO), touchdown and lift-off surface (TLOF), and gate, will continue to describe the objects or features that will perform similar functions for AAM though there may be some expansion of these terms to encompass new features present in AAM operations. For example, ground support equipment may evolve to use different propulsion and become more automated, but it will still be referred to as GSE. Consequently, many characteristics currently used for demand modeling and other analysis related to infrastructure planning can be treated much as they are today.

New AAM infrastructure taxonomy will be challenging due to overlapping specialties caused by the tight integration of aviation within local communities and other transportation modes. For example, from an aviation perspective, the term vertiport would be used, but the vertiport could be referred to as a public transportation hub from a local planners’ perspective or a commercial transportation facility from a zoning perspective. While each of these terms refers to the same building, they could each imply different regulatory, environmental, or approval requirements. This paper is looking at nomenclature from primarily an aviation perspective.

Even umbrella terms will likely not evolve significantly such as airport or aerodrome, heliport or vertiport. These terms are typically codified in regulation with specific definitions, and while they allow for multiple differentiating features, the broad inclusion in the term allows for the application of regulations without attempting to codify every characteristic. It also provides the user with a commonly recognizable term to use in general conversations, much like the term highway can refer to specific instantiations such as freeway, motorway, turnpike, parkway and expressway. A specific example of a defined umbrella term is a vertiport.
D.1 Vertiport is “an area of land or a structure, used or intended to be used, for” vertical takeoffs and landings or super short takeoffs and landings in all-electric, hybrid-electric, turboelectric, and hydrogen-fueled aircraft “and includes associated buildings and facilities” (adapted from Ref. [85]).

Note that the draft engineering brief from the FAA on vertiport design released in 2022 [85] was limited to vertical takeoffs and landings, but we have extended the definition to also include super short takeoffs and landings, which would be accomplished with an extended touchdown and lift-off surface (TLOF). The now-canceled previous Vertiport Design Advisory Circular included considerations for elongated TLOFs that could allow tiltrotor aircraft to perform rolling takeoffs [86]. Additionally, there is interest in SSTOL aircraft operating to and from vertiports. For these reasons, we have chosen to include SSTOL aircraft operations into the vertiport definition, but we acknowledge that this is an area of ongoing discussion within the AAM ecosystem.

Much like the example of highway above, ambiguity is introduced as terms are utilized as word abbreviations to capture specific characteristics. These abbreviated terms capture characteristics that could be functional, e.g., general aviation vs jet; could indicate a level of performance or design feature, e.g., jet vs turbofan/turboprop; or indicate a capability, e.g., airplane vs rotorcraft. These abbreviations frequently include qualifiers such as jumbo, regional, or business to indicate a characteristic of a jet relevant to the specific conversation. In the case of vertiports, two qualifiers are achieving more frequent usage. The first of these terms below is defined in FAA documents, and the second was introduced recently. The definitions and their sources are:

D.2 Vertistop is “an area similar to a vertiport, except that no charging, fueling, defueling, maintenance, repairs, or storage of aircraft are permitted” [85].

D.3 Vertiplex refers to multiple vertiports within a geographic area whose arrival and departure operations are highly interdependent [adapted from 87].

Other infrastructure characteristics have terms that reflect much less maturity or are yet to have common recognition across the AAM ecosystem. One of these areas is how FATOs and TLOFs will be differentiated. For example, one “level” or “type” of FATO/TLOF will be able to be used by some vehicles but not by others; the U.S. Navy uses Level and Class for this purpose [88]. Other terms may emerge to reflect specific characteristics, such as a term to describe a fully versus partially automated vertiport or a term for a vertiport that only handles cargo versus one that services both passengers and cargo. Another area of potential need for specificity in infrastructure characteristics is whether the vertiport is a consumer of energy, as opposed to one that stores energy, such as electrical storage during non-peak periods, or is capable of energy generation. Other emerging areas that could also develop specific characteristics include if vertiports have different terms depending on the weather in which they can operate, whether the ownership model is public, private or another model, such as mixed, or if they are in an area that in the future requires greater specificity such as a vertiport located at an airport.

Another type of characteristic that touches on infrastructure is weather, which is included here as the weather sensors are infrastructure. The new terms being more commonly used include qualify, microweather, and hyperlocal. Qualify has not yet been specifically defined but has been used in reference to UAM services. Services that are required to be used by UAM operators due to FAA regulation or for a direct connection to FAA systems must be qualified and approved by the FAA [28]. Microweather leverages the dictionary definition for microclimate: the climate of a very small or restricted area, especially when this differs from the climate of the surrounding area. Hyperlocal is typically defined as relating to or focusing on matters concerning a small community or geographical area. The term appears to have originated relative to news content capturing both geographical and time characteristics and is currently also being used in conjunction with GPS, mobile applications, and Internet of Things devices, such as when a company utilizes the location of a mobile device to send a banner ad for a restaurant within 100 yards of the device.

Some terms have been proposed and have already been superseded. The term, aerodrome was used in the FAA’s UAM ConOps v1.0 [28] but was not used in the recent FAA Vertiport Engineering Brief No. 105 [85]. The term vertiplace was proposed as an umbrella term that could include vertihub, vertiport and vertistop, though it appears that the ecosystem has become comfortable with utilizing vertiport as this umbrella term.

Infrastructure characteristics reflected in a vertiport taxonomy are important for comparability across demand models. The taxonomy indicates likely transfer times, e.g., a vertistop will likely have a shorter transfer time than a vertihub and potentially trip leg lengths where the deconflicting of traffic at a vertiplex could result in a longer leg length than a leg between two vertistops. A vertiport integrated with another mode hub, multimodal integration, could increase demand by reducing transfer times along with leg times and thus trip lengths. Additionally, the need for any
new infrastructure is another potential limit on the number of practical operating locations for these aircraft, which will have impacts on the demand for AAM services.

E. Air Operations Characteristics

There are a wide range of operation types related to the AAM ecosystem, including but not limited to air operations, ground operations, passenger operations, and multimodal operations. For the purposes of this document, we focus on the classification of AAM air operations and how the management of AAM air traffic impacts the demand for AAM services. For example, if the number of air operations a system can support for a given AAM mission is limited by airspace management constraints, it is expected that either prices for those services or delays to passengers will increase, either could lead to a decrease in demand.

The short duration and distance of local AAM mission flights (i.e., up to 50-75 miles) influence several operational characteristics. The expected flight altitudes are considerably lower than typical commercial air traffic, with aircraft anticipated to routinely cruise at altitudes between 500’ and 5000’ above ground level at speeds up to 150 knots (though speeds up to 200 knots would be permitted) [89,90]. At these altitudes and depending on the meteorological conditions and aircraft equipage, vehicles will currently fly under visual flight rules (VFR) or instrument flight rules (IFR).

E.1 Digital flight is a proposed flight operations capability, enabled by a set of cooperative procedures and digital technologies, in which flight operators ensure flight-path safety through automated separation and flight path management in lieu of visual procedures and air traffic control separation services (quoted directly from [91]).

E.2 Separator is the agent responsible for separation provision for a conflict and can be either the airspace user or a separation provision service provider (quoted directly from [92]).

The introduction of digital flight is intended to enable increased AAM operations by providing aircraft a mechanism to use automation technologies in support of safe and efficient flight in a variety of meteorological conditions. Digital flight is being developed to add a third set of flight rules, compatible with the existing visual and instrument flight rules [91]. One of the tasks for developing digital flight is defining the separator for digital flight aircraft and the rules for interaction with the pilot/separator for aircraft flying under VFR and the air traffic control/separator for IFR flights [91].

These lower altitudes may also be a factor in aircraft route design and placement of airports or vertiports. Procedures for deconflicting AAM and traditional aircraft at and around existing airports will need to be developed. This includes procedures for interacting with existing classes of airspace, e.g., Class B, C, and D terminal airspaces. In addition, the acoustic noise signatures of the AAM aircraft at lower altitudes may be a distraction to the public and also influence the development of acceptable flight and approach paths, particularly in urban areas [93].

E.3 Airspace constructs refer to novel airspace design elements used to support the safe management of AAM aircraft through a defined airspace in which aircraft abide by rules, procedures, and performance requirements specific to the airspace construct. Examples include corridors, UAM operating environments, etc. (adapted from [94] and [28]).

In order for industry to meet the anticipated passenger demand associated with AAM missions, the frequency and reliability of AAM air operations will need to be increased. An increase in overall air traffic in a given area increases the likelihood that airspace capacities will need to be managed, both along popular and convenient air routes, as well as at airports and vertiports. One of the underlying principles of UAM is “airspace management will be structured where necessary and flexible when possible” [28]. New airspace constructs in the form of corridors are being considered to support the management of UAM operations. These corridors are intended to reduce operational complexity by providing “structure” to the airspace [28].

The unique features of eVTOL aircraft, which are being considered by many for local AAM missions, have traffic management implications. Due to the disproportional amount of the available energy many eVTOL aircraft require during landing, routine air traffic management procedures may be impacted [95]. For instance, a missed approach may put these aircraft into critical situation, depending on how much energy was expended during the attempt. The flight may need priority landing for their go around or immediately go to their alternate landing location. Depending on the cruise configuration of the aircraft (i.e., whether it flies on a wing), holding aircraft while in flight may also be difficult for the AAM aircraft to do for extended periods of time.
E.4 3rd party service providers are public or private entities that provide traffic management and flight safety services under rules and regulations established by the governing civil aviation authority (CAA). Services provided may include routing, traffic deconfliction, operational constraints, operational modifications, airspace notifications, wind and weather, and other information (adapted from [2]).

Air traffic “flexibility” comes from the use of 3rd party service providers to support the management of traffic in those new airspace constructs under the authority of the governing CAA. Services provided by these 3rd parties are intended to reduce ATC workload by providing a mechanism to manage the AAM traffic through the sharing of data with AAM operators and other airspace providers [95]. In addition, services like tactical separation services within the AAM airspace constructs will not be provided by air traffic control but allocated to AAM operators, “pilots,” and the 3rd party service providers. The procedures for using these services to enable AAM operations are developed cooperatively by industry and the appropriate CAA [28].

E.5 Cooperative Operating Procedures (COPs), augment AAM-driven regulations to establish the expectations of AAM operators and 3rd Party Service Providers. COPs are developed by industry based on FAA guidelines and require FAA approval to address elements covered by FAA authority (e.g., safety, demand/capacity balancing, equitable access to airspace, security) (adapted from [28], where they were referred to as Community Based Rules (CBRs)).

Cooperative Operating Procedures, or COPs, define the rules by which AAM operations will be managed safely and efficiently, particularly within an AAM airspace construct. These rules are designed to be developed specifically for the unique characteristics of the AAM aircraft and their operational characteristics, providing industry with optional solutions to traffic management. For example, in order to mitigate the need to use holding to manage eVTOL arriving at a busy vertiport optional COPs could be:

1.) to provide more “slack” in the system, which would reduce the need to hold aircraft but tend to reduce the capacity of the airspace and the number of supported operations, or
2.) to require improved navigation performance for aircraft flying in AAM airspace, reducing the need to add as much slack.

Both options could reduce the number of times eVTOL aircraft fly holding patterns, for instance, but improving navigation performance may have greater impact, providing additional flexibility for passengers (i.e., more time slots for flying).

Each of the airspace management considerations described above are intended to maximize passenger demand for AAM services by improving air operations efficiency while maintaining the safety of the overall system. However, this leads to a final consideration: the reliable availability of the system. Flights that are routinely delayed or outages that occur during marginal weather conditions will discourage passengers from using AAM services when time is critical. Examples include using AAM to get to the airport for a traditional flight and commuting to/from work. If AAM is unable to transport the passenger to the airport on time and the passenger misses their long-range flight or if an individual is able to get to work via AAM, but unable to ride on the AAM aircraft back home, the passenger may never trust the AAM mode again, reducing overall demand.

E.6 Operational Resiliency is the ability to provide or resume necessary services in a timely fashion when operations are disrupted (e.g., due to weather events, crew unavailability, customer misconnections, maintenance requirements, etc.)

There will always be disruptions to the AAM services. The goal is to minimize impact and enable passengers to complete their primary mobility objective: to get from one place to another. Some solutions rely on technology to help better manage the airspace, like the improvement of aircraft flight path and timing accuracy or improved weather and wind prediction models/products. Others are more procedural, including several discussed above (e.g., COPs, digital flight, and airspace construct). The final guard against disruptions may be more aligned with brute force, including but not limited to the availability of weather-tolerant aircraft, additional aircraft to handle short term demand spikes, getting the passenger close enough to their final destination, or integrating with other modes of transport all together.

F. Service Characteristics

For many members of the public, perceptions of aviation are related to travel experiences with airlines. Airlines offer scheduled service with flights between specified city pairs at specified times. Customers are familiar with this air travel experience and are accustomed to sharing a flight with many other members of the traveling public. In
contrast, the passenger experience with AAM will likely be very different, combining aspects of the experience associated with ground transportation and with general aviation. In this section, we discuss characteristics that describe the experience of an AAM service in terms of the passenger’s ability to select “where” (origin and destination), “when” (flight time and reservation time), and “with whom” (sharing with other passengers) to travel. We use the term “AAM operator” for the service provider, analogous to the term “airline” for scheduled commercial flights.

In June of 2021, SAE International released *A Taxonomy of On-Demand and Shared Mobility: Ground, Aviation, and Marine* that included several shared ground service definitions and shared aviation service definitions [29]. In this section, we review the shared ground service taxonomy proposed by SAE International and expand upon their shared aviation service definitions for AAM. Before defining service characteristics for AAM, it is useful to review the SAE definitions, which arguably are taken from the operator and/or vehicle perspective. One of the key distinctions between ground and air transportation is that for the latter, individuals are accustomed to traveling with others who are not members of the same household. Thus, when the AAM literature uses the term “air taxi service,” many authors are referring to a concurrent sharing situation. That is, the phrase “I took a taxi to the airport” is more likely to connote the image of a sequential sharing situation in which the passenger does not share the cab with anyone else whereas “I took a helicopter (or air taxi) from Manhattan to JFK airport” is more likely to connote the image of sharing the aircraft with other passengers.

The following definitions are provided by SAE and enhanced where appropriate with a discussion based on FAA terminology.

**F.1 On-demand** is “the ability to reserve or dispatch a service upon request by users” (taken directly from [29]).

The key distinction of on-demand service is the customer’s ability to select the origin and destination locations and a window of time in which the trip takes place. For aviation, on-demand operations are defined in the U.S. Federal Aviation Regulations as, “…any operations in which the departure time, departure location, and arrival location are specifically negotiated with the customer or the customer's representative…” [96].

**F.2 Concurrent sharing** is “sharing of the same transportation vehicle, device, or service by travelers from different households and/or different traveling parties in a simultaneous manner” (taken directly from [29]).

**F.3 Sequential sharing** is the “sharing of the same transportation vehicle, design, or service by travelers from different households and/or different traveling parties one after the other (i.e., in a sequential manner)” (taken directly from [30]).

**F.4 Transportation Network Company (TNC)/Ridehailing/Ridesourcing** is “a service that provides the traveler with pre-arranged and/or on-demand access to a ride for fee using a digitally enabled application or platform (e.g., smartphone apps) to connect traveler with drivers using their personal, rented, or leased motor vehicles. Digital enabled applications are typically used for booking, electronic payment, and ratings” (taken directly from [29]).

**F.5 Ridesplitting/ridepooling** is a concurrently shared commercial ride service in a vehicle where the traveler is matched with other riders traveling along a similar or identical route (adapted slightly from [29]).

Given these and other subtle differences in shared transportation for air taxis, we propose the following definitions for AAM service characteristics that are centered more on the passenger perspective.

**F.6 A Per-seat On-demand** service is one in which passengers reserve and pay for individual seats on an aircraft.

**F.7 Per-vehicle On-demand** service occurs when an individual reserves and pays for all seats on an aircraft.

**F.8 Per-vehicle On-demand with Resale** is a service in which a passenger reserves and pays for all seats on an aircraft but retains the right to resell the extra seats that the passenger does not intend to use or to allow the AAM operator to attempt to resell the extra seats.

---

11 We thank Bruce Holmes for his suggestions to use “per-seat” and “per-plane” terminologies to distinguish between
The purpose of on-demand service with resale is to allow a passenger to book a flight time, origin, and destination on a multi-passenger aircraft that might not otherwise have been offered by the operator via per-seat on demand service for economic reasons. In this service, the passenger, not the operator, assumes the risk that the remaining seats may not be sold.

**F.9 Air Pooling** is “an on-demand service in which multiple individual users share an aircraft” (taken directly from [97]).

Air pooling may be implemented by an AAM operator who offers per-seat on-demand service by negotiating the departure time, origin, and destination with the customers to achieve multiple bookings into a single flight. Air pooling is a form of demand aggregation. Air pooling is the aviation equivalent to ridesplitting/ridepooling and concurrent sharing in ground transportation, as defined in [29].

**F.10 Scheduled Service** consists of flights in which departure times, origins, and destinations have been pre-planned by the operator. The flight schedule is made available to customers at the time of booking to allow customers to select available flights that best meet their trip requirements.

Scheduled service is the most common type of service offered via large commercial aircraft through 14 CFR Part 121 operations [98]. In the context of AAM scheduled service, the frequency of flight operations may be expected to be increased considerably compared to Part 121 operations, with multiple flights scheduled daily or even hourly between origin-destination pairs with high demand. As discussed in [97], the potential for high flight frequency in scheduled AAM service might enable customers to select flights with enough flexibility to effectively mimic the customer experience of on-demand service.

**F.11 Advance Reservation Notice** is the amount of time before the flight that customers reserve the service.

Passenger preferences for advance reservations will vary by trip purpose and other attributes, e.g., passengers may prefer to reserve an AAM flight to an airport a day or two in advance of departure, whereas passengers may prefer to reserve an AAM flight for commuting purposes only a few minutes before departure.

**G. Interactions between Demand and Supply**

There are many ways in which demand can influence supply and supply can influence demand – both now and over time. This section focuses on discussing longer-term influences between demand and supply. Potential demand for AAM is influenced by consumer preferences for a variety of characteristics, including but not limited to cost, travel time, travel time reliability, on-time performance, number of transfers, safety features, vehicle design and comfort, and ride quality. Consumer preferences vary across the population and are a function of passenger and trip characteristics. For example, many individuals who want to take an eVTOL from a vertiport near their home to a local airport may place a higher priority on making a reservation in advance for the eVTOL flight and having scheduled departure and arrival times. This helps to reduce uncertainty associated with eVTOL flights not being available and airport arrival times. However, consumer preferences for advance reservations and fixed schedules may not be as important (or even relevant) for other trip purposes, such as regular work commuting. This is one example of how demand-side consumer preferences can influence supply-side service characteristics.

Consumer preferences evolve over time, particularly as consumers learn about and experience using a new mode of transportation. For example, in commercial aviation, significant flight delays and cancellations can affect long-term customer retention – that is, a bad customer experience with one airline may lead the customer not to travel with that airline in the future. This is one example of how a service characteristic that is highly valued by a consumer can influence demand via a feedback loop.

Demand and supply characteristics can interact in more subtle ways as well. As AAM enters the market, it will provide travel time savings over existing modes and may facilitate residential location changes. Some individuals may decide to move further from their work locations in order to take advantage of lower housing costs and better schools while simultaneously maintaining their current commute times (only now taking an AAM aircraft versus ground vehicle). In turn, this would increase the average commute distance (a passenger characteristic). Similarly, as battery technologies advance, new AAM aircraft will emerge that can fly longer distances (an aircraft characteristic). This will increase the catchment areas for AAM and resulting demand.
AAM has been and will continue to be shaped by several major trends and feedback loops for the foreseeable future:

1. Increasing climate change impacts are driving the need to shift to zero emission operations enabled by ongoing investments and improvements in battery technologies, in particular increased power density and faster recharging capabilities.
2. Increasing climate change impacts will also drive the need for more physical transportation multimodal integration where the advantages of each mode can be fully leveraged to maximize the overall physical trip efficiencies. This capability is being driven by network-enabled coordination and operations which will continue to improve with advanced information technology and artificial intelligence technologies. Multimodal integration will increase the flexibility and convenience of all modes of transportation.
3. As telepresence capabilities and autonomous delivery systems mature and supplant daily commuting and logistics trips by humans, the population will be able to afford higher quality transportation modes for those times when they do travel physically.
4. Improvements in telepresence has also enabled employees to live further from work which will increase demand for longer range commutes to the office for those occasions when physical presence is needed in the workplace.
5. Maturity of autonomous systems driven by multiple industries will decrease operating costs of physical transportation systems, as well as making them more efficient overall, especially when combined with network-enabled services enabling an ever-larger portion of the population to take advantage of the AAM services.

V. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a taxonomy that describes characteristics of Advanced Air Mobility (AAM) for passenger transportation. The purpose of the taxonomy is to continue the development of a lingua franca for AAM that bridges between historical terminologies of the air transportation and ground transportation research communities. Although the paper makes progress in this direction, we must acknowledge that the taxonomy is incomplete in certain respects. For example, whereas we discussed air operations characteristics, we did not comprehensively define other operational characteristics of AAM, such as multimodal operations and ground-side operations in passenger terminals. Additionally, our focus was on passenger transportation missions, and future work is needed to expand the taxonomy to include cargo transport and aerial work AAM missions. Finally, we recognize that AAM is in its infancy, with few if any operations yet in service, and the conceptualization of AAM by both researchers and business leaders is evolving rapidly. For these reasons, the taxonomy presented in this paper must be viewed as a snapshot in time, with needs for updates in the future to overcome our failures of imagination at present.
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